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	NAME: Ivryn
	DESCRIPTION: The Ivryn, native to Tavacan III, are great inventors, philosophers, & militant warlords can all be found in there culture. They tend to view their belongings as part of a communal wealth. Originally, the Ivryn were 2 off-shoot sentient species on there planet, after many centuries of war they reached a mutual understanding & banded together forming the Ivryn Republic. It is not ruled by any one particular group, it is made up of those who gain power through intelligence, military strength, or pure force of will. It is this balance & diversity which has allowed them to flourish over the last 6 centuries. This evolution has allowed them to form alliances & trade with many other cultures. They have a spiritual belief, where they honor Hyae, the Sculpture. The Aristocratic Navy, maintains fleets for defense. They are highly trained & they prefer balance & flexibility in their starships—they have a large quantity of specialty ships, such as carriers & gunships. 
	ERA:  2371 and beyond (Shackleton Expanse)
	Text Field 13:  We reap the rewards of mutual respect & courtesy.
	Text Field 7: Control+1, Insight +1, Reason +1.
	Text Field 8: Physically, Ivryn are anthropoid, bearing 4 limbs, each ending in 5 digits, a definite head, & a spinal nerve column. The central nervous system is located in the head, as well as optical, auditory, & olfactory sensory receptors. They walk raised vertically on their hind limbs & have 2 sexes (male & female). There is minor sexual dimorphism—the female’s hips are wider to be able to birth the offspring.
	TALENTS: Ivryn, or with GM's permission. Must choose one of these talents.
	TALENT NAME 1: Great Inventors
	TALENT TEXT 1: Some Ivryn are great inventors who always manage to stay ahead of the other races technologies. Whenever you use Insight or Reason for creating or inventing, you gain 1d20 to your rolls. If successful, you gain an additional breakthrough on Extended tasks.  
	TALENT NAME 2: Great Philosophers
	TALENT TEXT 2: Some Ivryn are great philosophers who are used to reasoning in Social Conflicts/ Interactions. Whenever you have a task using Social skills, you gain 1d20 for your rolls. If successful, you gain an Advantage.
	TALENT NAME 3: Great Warlords
	TALENT TEXT 3: Some Ivryn are great warriors that have extensive knowledge & experience in the art of war. Whenever you use Security for a task, you gain 1d20 to your rolls. If successful, you gain 1 Momentum that must be used immediately.
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